
Some remote UUCP sites have reported periodic problems in
contacting the UUCP server machines located in Falls Church, VA . Over
the past several days (the week of March 29 -- April 2) some sites have
experienced difficulty in connecting to the servers, and once
connected, suffering from throughput problems .

The major cause of the reduced throughput that customers have
experienced is not due to work overload on the UUCP servers . The root
problem is related to a high number of collisions on the ethernet that
the UUCP servers use to access the remote modem banks . This ethernet
is currently shared with several of the IP-based services (NNTP news,
FTP available archives, etc) .

This Sunday, April 4, UUNET employees will be implementing a
temporary solution that should reduce the number of collisions
experienced by the remote modem traffic by an order of magnitude . The
solution that will be implemented will split all of the remote modem
traffic onto a new ethernet . This should also help improve performance
of our IP based services by reducing the amount of traffic on the
existing (shared) ethernet .

A secondary cause of the reduced UUCP traffic has to do with high
loading on the T1 speed link between Falls-Church and our Washington-DC
hub routers . We had anticipated this high usage, and had scheduled a
dedicated lOMbit link to be installed in January, 1993 . The



installation of this circuit is seriously behind schedule, due to lack
of high-speed telco wiring capacity into our office space . We are
still working with service providers involved, but do not anticipate
installation of the 10MB link in the very near future .

The temporary solution that will be implemented this weekend should
give us another reference point in balancing the load on our networks
and service machines . Over the next several weeks, we will be changing
the connection points of several of our ethernets, to provide
redundancy in the face of router failures .

UUNET remains deeply concerned about all the above referenced
issues and are actively investing time, talent, and materials to solve
and rectify this most unfortunate situation . Please bear with us as we
work through this problem together .
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